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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, May 19
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests are still free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 7:30 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
7:30 – 9:00 Robyn Thompson – Intro into flipping houses and dealing with contractors. This will
be a preview of her Saturday, May 23rd class, for which there is still time to register
by emailing: pittsburghreia@aol.com

Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea
from so I could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do
a lot of good things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area and to be
prepared to give a 30 second intro of your business to the group.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of cub groups
now and you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to
supplement the main meetings.
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Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com
website. This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in
one place. Find it under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…
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Why I love Real Estate and News
Let's be honest, I love real estate. Part of what I love about real estate is that it is so much better
than every alternative. Unlike stocks and bonds or other forms of paper assets, real estate has intrinisic
value. It is worth something no matter what happens in the market because people are always going to
need a place to live. In the event of a total economic collapse, paper assets can become worthless, not
true for real estate. Real estate also has the advantage of producing income without being consumed.
If you want to make a profit on gold, or any other commodity, then you need to sell that asset to get
your money. Real estate continues to make you money for as long as you own it, without consuming the
asset. Below is an article that I found talking about the risks involved in other assets. The author does
take a shot a real estate investments, but he takes his shot at an over heated market. Pittsburgh has
never been a hot market and we are smart enough to invest for cash flow. We dont invest for
appreciation that is a dangerous and speculative strategy.
Is your bank account a safe place to keep your money?

May 14, 2015
New York, USA
We have entered a most bizarre and unprecedented age in the financial system where there’s risk in just
about everything that we do.
Indiscriminately investing in stocks at their all-time highs carries enormous risk, and financial history is
unkind to people who fail to learn that lesson.
To buy bonds, on the other hand, means loaning money to insolvent governments at rates that are
either below inflation or even outright negative.
Real estate markets in many parts of the world are right back at the frothy highs they experienced prior
to the last financial crisis.
And if Pablo Picasso is any indicator, even an asset class like fine art is booming at all-time highs.
The normal approach in an era of so much financial risk would be to do nothing; gather your capital, sit
on the sidelines, and wait for a crash.
Yet now the act of doing nothing and holding your money in a bank also brings an orgy of risk.
Most banks in the West are extremely illiquid, and are in many cases insolvent. But few people ever give
thought to the financial condition of their bank.
In the United States, for example, people are indoctrinated almost from birth that banks are safe and
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somehow infallible.
Banks inter themselves in the most expensive locations with ornate lobbies and cornerstones that
proudly inform the world they are backed by the full faith and credit of the United States government.
But that barely counts given that the US government is itself insolvent with a negative equity of minus
$17.7 trillion according to their own financial statements.
Then there’s the FDIC, which insures deposits in the US banking system.
In its 2014 annual report the FDIC itself points out that its whole insurance fund constitutes just a
fraction of a percent of all deposits in the system, and that its ‘reserve ratio’ is just 1.01%.
With a reserve so low, the FDIC not only lacks any meaningful teeth to insure the system, but it actually
fails to meet the minimum level that is required by law.
This quasi-government regulatory agency fails to meet the government regulatory requirement and is in
worse shape than the banks that it’s supposed to insure.
Perhaps even more important, the FDIC doesn’t expect to meet this statutory minimum until at least
2020.
To me this begs an obvious question. Do we really have another 5+ years before there’s another major
crisis in the US banking system?
Most US banks today are just as illiquid as they were before the crisis, holding just a tiny portion of
deposits in reserve and gambling away the rest.
And the most popular place that they invest their customers’ deposits today is exactly the same as in
2008: mortgage-backed securities.
Curiously, the FDIC’s reserves today are actually far lower than they were prior to the crisis.
On top of that, back then the FDIC only insured $100,000 worth of your deposits per financial institution.
Now it’s $250,000.
So essentially the FDIC is on the hook to pay more than twice as much money to depositors. Yet it has a
lower reserve to support an even larger system that is up to the same precarious practices as before.
This doesn’t exactly inspire confidence.
But don’t take my word for it.
In a recent announcement, the FDIC tells us how banks have grown far larger and even more complex
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since 2008, and that “[s]uch trends have not only continued, they accelerated as a result of the crisis.”
The FDIC goes on to suggest that its current tools and business model are "not sufficient to mitigate the
complexities of large institution failures."
But even though they’re not equipped to handle it, they’re not entirely sure what to do.
That’s why the FDIC is “seeking comment on what additional regulatory action should be taken. . .”
In other words, they’re asking the public for suggestions about how to handle a major US bank failure.
Hardly encouraging.
Bottom line-- your bank is potentially in the same boat it was in 2008. The FDIC is worse off. And the
federal government is totally insolvent.
These are not risks you should assume away. Give great care to the decision of where you hold your
savings.
And definitely look abroad.
There’s an entire laundry list of offshore banks that are in great financial condition and located in strong,
stable foreign countries.

Future Classes for Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors
One week from today, Robyn Thompson !!!
To say that I am excited about this all day free class from one of the greatest rehabbers in America is an
understatement. Robyn is brilliant and her no BS approach is exactly what you need to hear if you ever
want to rehab and flip a house.
At some point every wholesaler runs into a house that should be flipped for a big pile of money. Most
don’t attempt this because they lack the basic knowledge of how to successfully rehab a house, they
make stupid mistakes and leave piles of money on the table.
I have seen a bunch of new investors attempt to do the same thing without proper training. Heck even
experienced landlords sometimes allow the greed gland to drag them into rehabbing without the
education required to make the big chunks of cash the a Robyn Thompson can make on that same deal.
So rather than muddle through this or getting someone who knows how to rehab and flip but cant teach
it, I went to the best flip educator on the planet. A women who was once a waitress in rural PA. She
now makes a 7 digit income, has her own jet, and raises race horses as a hobby from her home in
Florida.
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Robyn will be giving us a small preview at the main meeting but to really learn, you need to be at the allday seminar on May 23rd (next Saturday). You would be crazy not to attend. At some point in your real
estate career, you will need to know what Robyn teaches, and I can’t just get her to come back up every
3 months.
Robyn will be talking about how to hire and more importantly control contractors with her contracts.
She will be talking about how to find the right houses to flip and more importantly how to avoid the
wrong ones. Sadly I see a lot of investors who try to flip the wrong house. That can be a very expensive
seminar!
So if you want to learn the easy way, the profitable way, the Robyn Thompson way, just email me at
PittsburghREIA@aol.com to reserve your seat before all the seats are taken.

June 4th Self-Directed IRA Course
I just got this message from REIA member Scott Davis, see Below
Hello Josh
Would you be able to give me a few minutes at this months meeting announce a workshop I want to
give. June 4th location to be determined.
WHAT THIS CLAS IS: This class designed for real estate investment providers. Many real estate
investment providers have specific systems for investors. This class is so they can integrate the
utilization of an investors 401(k) or IRA for your specific investment.
WHAT THIS CLASS IS NOT: We will not be going into much depth about the laws and definitions of the
various IRAS .We will touch on this bur this is more of a workshop to tailored to your program to an
investor to include the option for the investor to us an IRA.
Obstacles we will over come
1) The client is unsure about this mechanism and wants to know more about it
2) You are dependent on your client doing the work to open the IRA and doing the transfer on their
own. If they fail to do so, or not in a timely manner, you may loose the deal and the client.
3) You don't like the fact that the close cannot happen in one meeting because they need to get the
IRA nd transfer their funds.
4) You know a great deal about IRAs but you are not sure of the best way to educate your clients
Participants will be given the right paperwork, educational tools, and handouts customized for the type
of deal you offer.
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Deal providers will have









Materials and knowledge to educate the client on how the self directed IRA works and the laws
guiding it.
The paperwork so the client can open an IRA in your office.
The paperwork so the client transfer their funds from their other retirement account to their
new IRA while in your office.
Paperwork and educational material so the client can stay compliant to the IRS laws for their
deal.
New Direction IRA rate sheets and cost customized to the deal you offer.
Hard copies of the papers.
3 ring binders with sheet protector to hold our paperwork AND YOUR'S for one seamless
collection.
A CD that will have All the forms you will get at the class
o All the forms and papers you get at the class
o Letters you can customize
o Letter to the client on what to bring to the meeting, and template for the most common
questions you will get.

What participants need to bring.




A check. There is no charge for the class but students will pay for the materials they take.
(Figure 20-30 dollars) Since this will be custom I cannot quote on what you will take.
All the paper work you currently use with investors .I.E. Mortgages , notes, anything they have to
sign or any educational information
(Optional) Bring a laptop to to work on customizing your papers.

Hopefully there will be great participation as well.
Scott Davis scott.davis@ndira.com (877)742-1270 xt 145
Visit our website NewDirectionIRA.com DISCLAIMER: New Direction IRA, Inc. does not render tax, legal,
accounting, investment, or other professional advice. If tax, legal, accounting, investment, or other
similar expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought.
CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: As required by U.S. Treasury rules, we inform you that if any Federal tax advice is
contained in this email, including attachments (in spite of our best efforts not to provide any tax advice),
it is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person (1) for the purpose of avoiding
any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (2) to promote, market, or
recommend to another party any matter addressed herein. CONFIDENTIALITY: This email message and
any attachments are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) and may be confidential. Any
unauthorized review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution is expressly prohibited. If you are not the
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intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message and any attachments.

(May 15)

Pittsburgh Houses For Sale
$23,500 3 Beds, 2 Baths
Was rented for $700/month Rent To Own ($600 rent, $100 principal), with purchase price of $39,000.
Looking for cash buyer/investor. Not really interested in terms or wholesale. Want to sell it and move
on. Find me a buyer, please!!!
1414 5th Ave, New Kensington, PA
https://postlets.com/s/1414-5th-ave-new-kensington-pa-15068/12967334
Contact Lori Rhodes - l_rhoades@verizon.net
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Great Opportunity for a buy and hold investor or Good Flip opportunity
3/1 at 208 E 16th ave. Homestead, PA 15120 26k (CASH BUY)I plan on going back to make a video reply if
interested and I will send you the link.
26K CASH BUY OR BEST OFFER.
-

EST. Value at 43, 000
3/1 1440 SQFT
NEEDS A LITTLE TLC approx. 7K or less
ALL SYSTEMS FUNCTIONAL

Contact - eiginvests@gmail.com for more info
1504 Grandview Ave N. Braddock,Pa 15104 (25k)
Great Opportunity needs cosmetic repairs and updating. approx. 8-10K but still a solid home. I am Open
to lease Option, Owner financing or a cash buy at 25K. reply if interested. Thank You all for your time
Contact - eiginvests@gmail.com for more info
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Butler County house that your family can grow in. Great for entertain
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604 Dodds Rd, Butler, PA 16002
$275,000
KEY FEATURES
-

Sq Footage: 1600 sqft.
Bedrooms: 3 Beds
Bathrooms: 3 Baths
Floors: 2
Parking: 4+ Off street
Lot Size: 45485 Square Feet
Property Type: Single Family House

http://pittsburgh.craigslist.org/reo/4969852004.html
Desperate Seller in Lawrenceville – Well below market price
http://pittsburgh.craigslist.org/reo/4971427856.html
3 bed bath totally rehabbed
For only $185,000 in Lawrenceville !!!

*Attention Investors* Cape Cod w/existing tenant in Penn Hills Area!!
http://homespittsburghpa.com/properties/52-Single-Family-Home-For-sale-Universal-Road-PittsburghAllegheny-United-States-15235-3Bedrooms-1Bathroom/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Old World Charm w/ Modern Conveniences For Sale in Regent Sq./Wilkinsbu
http://homespittsburghpa.com/properties/51-Single-Family-Home-For-sale-520-Todd-WilkinsburgAllegheny-Pennsylvania-United-States-15221-3Bedrooms-1Bathroom-USD101000/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------$CASH FLOWING PROPERTY IN MONROEVILLE!!$
http://homespittsburghpa.com/properties/55-Single-Family-Home-For-sale-Old-Haymaker-MonroevilleAllegheny-United-States-15146-3Bedrooms-1Bathroom-USD110000/
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Turn Key Owner Finance
http://homespittsburghpa.com/properties/49-Apartment-For-sale-7733-Oak-Street-PittsburghAllegheny-Pennsylvania-United-States-15237-5Bedrooms-5Bathrooms-USD470000/
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Handy Man Special/Work for Equity/Rent to Own/Owner Finance
http://homespittsburghpa.com/properties/50-Single-Family-Home-Handyman-Special-214-Loyal-WayPittsburgh-Allegheny-United-States-15210-3Bedrooms-1Bathroom-USD35000/

(May 13)

Networking Opportunity
The Landlord Association of Westmoreland County is hosting an event.
Thursday, May 14th, 2015 from 5-8 PM. Location: Antonelli Event Center, 100 Colony Drive, North
Huntingdon, PA 15642
Hope all is going well. Expo put together primarily for investors and expanded to other businesses and
homeowners….we are expecting a nice turn out this year. Attached is an updated list of vendors. Please
pass along invitation to your group members. Great networking opportunity and excellent way to meet
contractors face-to-face to learn more about their products and services. Hope you guys are able to
attend. I’ll set up a table to promote your groups….if you have flyers and business cards, please bring
them. Thanks again.
Josh, per your request, I sent our website address (www.landlordassociationwco.org) to you yesterday.
The web site also has a list of vendors.
Otis

A learning opportunity for everyone.
As you know by now, I am all about education. In real estate there is no such thing as too much
education. My true passion is teaching people how to make money and real estate is my vehicle. That
being said, I try to send out a good deal of education during the month to supplement our monthly
meetings.
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A perfect situation would be an online forum where we can ask and answer any question about real
estate investing. We are still trying to figure out how to do that with the PittsburghREIA website. Until
then, you can ask just about anything by following the link below to bigger pockets and following me
there. Just click the link, its FREE, you won’t get a better price than that.
http://bgrpkts.me/go/lewere

Using Drones To Sell Commercial Property.
It won’t be long before these things are used to sell single family houses. I am already seeing drone use
on ultra-high end houses in Pittsburgh.

Drones Take Off?
Use of unmanned aircraft systems is up in the air.
by Brad Boyd
Mainstream media has been focusing increased coverage on stories involving unmanned aircraft
systems, also commonly referred to as drones. Glamorized notions of using UAS for delivering packages
ordered online or beer to ice fishing houses tend to underplay the useful potential of this leading-edge
technology.
No Fly Zone
There are numerous commercial uses for UAS, many of which could be invaluable within the commercial
real estate industry as tools to improve safety, make site review more efficient, reduce costs, and
improve the marketing of sites. Some users would like to utilize the technology today, but without
Federal Aviation Administration approval, their commercial plans are grounded.
In cities throughout the country, UAS are being launched by businesses that want to survey land, take
photos for real estate listings with a birds-eye view of surrounding features and amenities, or review
construction projects. Unfortunately, many businesses fail to realize that just because the technology is
available doesn’t mean it can be used without restriction. Current FAA rules draw a line in the sand,
specifically allowing UAS for recreational use while strictly prohibiting UAS for commercial use unless
FAA approval is obtained.
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In February the FAA announced a long-awaited proposal that would set parameters for allowed
commercial use of small UAS. Those rules will require not only public comment but considerable
discussion from various interest groups before they are implemented. Until then, while these proposed
rules provide an insight to what the future may hold, we’re not there yet.
Even recreational and hobby UAS users must follow some basic rules to maintain safety within
controlled airspace and minimize the risk of personal injury and property damage. A summary of those
rules can be found at KnowBeforeYouFly.org.
Potential Industry Use
Savvy contractors and developers are already considering how to utilize UAS to monitor construction
progress or review potential development sites. Architects and surveyors could use UAS to take photos
instead of relying on costly helicopters and professional photographers.
Commercial and residential real estate brokerage companies could launch cameras attached to
quadcopters 50 feet into the air to capture a sprawling estate with amazing lakeshore or ocean views or
to illustrate a retail space’s proximity to freeways and compatible businesses.
These are all commercial uses that require FAA approval. Some businesses that have been early
adopters of UAS suggest that their use is appropriate so long as they don’t sell the photos or videos
obtained. That argument is unlikely to fly with the FAA if the UAS was utilized for a commercial purpose.
While UAS enhance efficiency, economic value, and competitive advantage for real estate professionals,
the uses are currently stymied, as the law evolves to catch up to current technology. While business
users envision the benefits of the technology, everyday citizens may fear how this technology could
invade privacy or cause property damage, or worse, personal injury.
Authorized Uses
Due to legitimate concerns regarding safety of the airspace that it regulates, the FAA prohibits
commercial use of UAS, absent explicit authorization. This authorization can come in various forms, the
most common of which is (for commercial users) a Section 333 authorization. As of the date of this
writing, 159 such authorizations have been issued.
While the list of organizations that have received the FAA’s permission to fly UAS for commercial use is
continually expanding, it’s fair to assume that many of the commercial users that are currently taking
photos with UAS for business purposes are doing so illegally. In the real estate industry, some users may
be unaware of the current restrictions on commercial use of this technology, while others may be
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ignoring the rules. Others are hopeful that the FAA’s proposed rules announced February 15 will be
implemented soon.
Although no one knows for sure how long this will take, many are speculating that it could take until
2017. Even then, the FAA will not be the only rule-making entity involved, as states and cities have
recently begun enacting their own laws to guide whether, where, and how UAS may be operated. As is
typically the case with emerging law, this is a fluid and dynamic area, where the regulations will likely
evolve dramatically over time.
If your business has considered using UAS for commercial purposes or has done so in the past unaware
of the rules, it may be time to check in with an attorney who is familiar with these rules, to explore
whether there is a compelling reason, such as economics or safety, to consider pursuing an FAA
authorization in advance of any change to the rules or to maintain compliance with the rules that
emerge in the near-term future.
While some businesses wait patiently on the sidelines, others realize that there are huge economic,
logistics, safety, and efficiency arguments in favor of using this technology as soon as possible, even if it
requires an investment of time and cost to get FAA authorization. For many real estate businesses, being
on the leading edge and adopting technology that improves business efficiency is an essential
component of its business plan.
Brad Boyd is senior counsel at Fafinski Mark & Johnson in Eden Prairie, Minn. Contact him at
brad.boyd@fmjlaw.com.

(May 11)

Wage Garnishment in Allegheny County
By David M. Tkacik, Esq.
In Pennsylvania, a landlord with a final judgment for debt incurred under a residential lease may garnish
or “attach” the tenant’s wages. This can be a very powerful collection method and may be the only
viable option for a landlord to get paid. Other types of creditors, such as credit card companies, do not
have this collection procedure available, so landlords should really consider taking advantage of it.
To start a wage attachment a landlord must know who the tenant’s employer is and have a final
judgment for debt incurred under a residential lease. This means that the judgment must not be
appealable or have been appealed. A magistrate’s judgment in a residential landlord-tenant case,
whether the tenant was in possession at the time the case was filed or not, has a 30-day appeal period.
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Further, the judgment must be at the county level, not the magistrate level. There are certain collection
remedies available to landlords at the magistrate level, but wage attachment is not one of them.
If no appeal is filed from the magistrate, then the next step is to record the judgment at the Allegheny
County Court of Common Pleas. In order to do this the landlord must obtain an official transcript of the
judgment. An official transcript of the judgment is different than the form the parties received following
the hearing although the same form is used for both documents. The difference is that the official
transcript is signed and stamped by the Magistrate in an additional box indicating it is true and correct
copy. Once the transcript is obtained, the judgment must be recorded with a cover sheet and a Notice
of Judgment (to let the tenant know that the landlord recorded the judgment) pursuant to Pennsylvania
Rule of Civil Procedure 236. The Department of Court Records (DCR) requires a postage paid envelope
addressed to the tenant with the Notice of Judgment. At this time DCR charges $69.25 as a filing fee to
record a judgment. I offer a flat legal fee to my clients of $100.00 plus filing fees to prepare and record
magistrate judgments.
The next step in this process is to file a Praecipe for Intent to Attach Wages. There is a two-step
procedure to attach wages and this is the first step. This Praecipe must substantially follow the format
pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 3311 and must be filed within five years of the date of
the original judgment. This Praecipe must attach sufficient proof that the underlying judgment was
because of a residential lease, so I usually attach a copy of the landlord-tenant complaint as an exhibit.
The filing fee for this Praecipe at this time is $46.50 per tenant whose wages will be attached. The filing
of this Praecipe causes DCR to generate a Notice of Intent to Attach Wages which warns the tenant that
10% of their net wages per pay could be attached to pay the judgment. The Notice also informs the
tenant that they have 30 days to file an Exemption Claim if they are below the poverty guidelines set by
the Federal Department of Health and Human Services or if the wage attachment would cause them to
be below the guidelines. This Notice must be served on the Tenant personally by the Sheriff if the
tenant resides in Pennsylvania, so the Notice must be taken to the Sheriff’s Office with a “direction
sheet” telling the sheriff who to serve and where. At this time the sheriff’s service fee is $75.00 per
person. I usually serve the tenant at their place of work because usually the landlord has no idea where
the tenant moved to and that is the only place where we can serve them.
If the Sheriff successfully serves the Tenant and the Tenant files an Exemption Claim within the 30 days
the landlord has an opportunity to challenge the exemption claim if he has reason to believe that the
Tenant’s exemption claim is incorrect or fraudulent. To do this, the landlord would have to file a
Motion setting forth sufficient facts as to why the landlord is entitled to the wage attachment and then
the court would probably schedule depositions and a hearing. However, barring a very peculiar fact
pattern, this is usually not worth the landlord’s or landlord’s attorney’s time at this point because these
procedures can be time-consuming.
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If the tenant is served by the Sheriff and 30 days have gone by with no Claim for Exemption filed, then
the landlord can take the second step of this process by filing the Praecipe to Issue Wage Attachment.
There is no filing fee for filing this Praecipe at this time, but the landlord must provide DCR with a
stamped envelope addressed to the employer. Upon receiving this Praecipe, DCR then sends a Writ of
Attachment to the employer, who is supposed to send the attached wages (10% of the net wages) to
DCR within 15 days from the close of the last pay period in each month. In my experience it takes the
employer about six weeks to start sending wages once they receive the Writ of Attachment. DCR then
sends the wages to the landlord approximately one-week after receiving it. I offer a flat fee to my clients
of $350.00 plus filing and service fees to prepare and handle the wage attachment filings once the
judgment is recorded.
David M. Tkacik, Esq. is a senior associate at Dornish Law Offices, P.C. and also a landlord and real estate
investor. He can be reached at 412-765-2726 or DTkacik@Dornish.net.

No Commercial Sub-Group Meeting This Week
Normally, I would be hosting a commercial real estate investing sub-group tomorrow, as tomorrow is
the second Tuesday of the month and that is when we do that meeting.
In order to prepare for the arrival of Robyn Thompson, I have been spending a lot of my time setting up
that event. Lou Brown wasn’t joking when he said a lot of work goes into hosting an all-day seminar.
Lou was worth the effort and Robyn Thompson is also worth the effort. The primary function of the
Pittsburgh REIA is to bring you the best education that I can. With that education you will make money.
Sure the discount programs are great, and the networking is very powerful also, but the key is
education. Education will make you money.
Below is the event that I am prepping for, and I hope you all find time to attend it.

Flipping in the Burgh Event
FREE all day seminar
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LEARN HOW TO MAKE BIG $ FLIPPING HOUSES
With The Queen of Rehab
Robyn Thompson
Saturday May 23rd
9:00 – 5:00
At the Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Hall
3579 Masonic Way
Pittsburgh PA 15237
For Details contact PittsburghREIA@aol.com

Send me houses for sale
Active REIA members can send me houses for sale. I will email your houses out to the entire group. That
way our members get first chance at your house deals. Just email me at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
To your success
Josh

(May 9)

Happy Mother’s Day
To all of you who are mothers, have mothers, or are married to mothers, let this be a day of rest and
enjoyment. Spend time with your family. The Sunday mentor meeting is off this week so we can all
enjoy time with our family. I will see you all next weekend.

Moving forward with Faith, Trust, Hope, Confidence, and Commitment.
We all know that real estate investing has created more millionaires than anything else in American
history We also know that there are two components to making money in real estate, education and
effort. The Pittsburgh REIA is dedicated to getting you the best real estate investor education in the
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nation. The effort part is all on you. I know it’s hard when you struggle. I know that you have to be
weird to even try. I know that the rest of the world makes fun of your dreams because they do not have
the courage to chase their own dreams. So I want to tell you a few brief stories about the mindset that
successful e people adopt. In a lot of ways it’s about perseverance and refusing to give up.

ONCE, all the villagers decided to pray for rain. On the day of prayer all the people gathered, but only
one boy came with an umbrella.
That's FAITH
WHEN you throw a baby in the air, she laughs because she knows you will catch her.
That's TRUST
EVERY night we go to bed, without any assurance of being alive the next morning, but still we set the
alarms
That's HOPE
WE plan big things for tomorrow in spite of zero knowledge of the future.
That's CONFIDENCE
When you enjoy your breakfast of eggs and bacon this morning, know that the chicken participated, but
the pig committed.
That’s COMMITMENT , can you be the pig, can you throw your entire life into your goal?

As real estate investors, we thrown our now time into building the future of our dreams; we are weird,
that is all.

NEW Line of Credit for Fix n Flip
New lending program for real estate investors that Fix and Flip property designed to grow your deal flow
and business! Just in time for the Robyn Thompson Seminar !!!!
Fix n Flip Loan Program
-

Have money for your deals ready when you need it!
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-

one time qualification and have access to $1million dollars (possibly more depending on
experience) on going (similar to a line of credit)
non recourse (that is freakin huge)
simple qualification process
provides funding up 85% of ARV per deal
9% minimum rate
12 to 24 month term

I also have another new program designed for rental property investors - 1-4 units. Its a 30 year term,
30 year amortization, no down payment potentially and non-recourse is available.
Thanks, Sergio
Francesco P. Sergio | Senior Vice President
Funding Department
ArchDuke Capital
e: fpsergio@archdukecapital.com
c: 609.304.2700

May Special Seminar – Flippin the Burgh
This all brings me to Robyn Thompson. Robyn is a great speaker. Well maybe she is. It’s pretty easy to
speak when all you are doing is recalling the events of your own life. In her case, all Robyn talks about is
how she went from an ordinary life destined for decades of toiling to be middle class, to her life now.
Robyn is very wealthy. She makes more in a year that everyone in the room. She is not all that polished,
and you would never guess that she was one of the best rehab and flippers in American if you met her
on the street. Robyn is called the Queen of Rehab because there is no woman on the planet who makes
money like she does, and if there is a man out there can do what she does, I sure can’t name him. There
are a ton of frauds in the flipping game. Most of them seem to have TV shows. Robyn Thompson is no
fraud. She is a Pennsylvania girl who went from waitress to big time real estate guru. She is doing a free
all day seminar for us on May 23. If you want next year to be different than this year, you need to be
there. Email me to reserve your spot PittsburghREIA@aol.com. Feel free to bring guests. Feel free to
bring your contractors and your family. Please don’t reply to the newsletter, I will never get that email

Help for short sale investors
Action Required: Contact Your Local Senator
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The Following US Senators should be contacted in a friendly and encouraging manner to urge their
support of the Mortgage Forgiveness Debt Relief Act in Senate Bill 351. Please FAX a 1-page letter, on
your letter head to the Senator in YOUR STATE. A few sample sentences below are provided for your
convenience.
If you cannot FAX your letter to the address below, please take a moment to CALL the office and
sincerely encourage your Senator to support SB 351. The staff will typically ask for your name and
address. Ask the staff to have the Senator consider supporting SB 351, the Mortgage Forgiveness Debt
Relief Act. Let them also know you are a Real Estate Investor and can be a resource for them in the
community on this issue. In addition to sending a fax to your Senator please send a fax to Chairman Paul
Ryan, House Ways and Means Committee. Here's the committee office contact information: Phone: 202
225 3625 Fax 202 225 2610.

PA Senators:
Pat Toomey, PA Phone: (202) 224-4254 Fax: (202) 228-0284
Bob Casey, PA Phone: (202) 224-6324 Fax: (202) 228-0604
Sample statements to incorporate into a letter to email to your Senator.

I am writing on behalf of the National Real Estate Investors Association regarding SB 351 the Mortgage
Forgiveness Debt Relief Act. As a constituent and small business real estate owner, I understand the
need for this legislation and the impact it has on our community.
The bill would extend the Mortgage Forgiveness Debt Relief Act through 2016, curtailing tax penalties
for low- and middle-income homeowners and their creditors who wish to use short sales to cut mutual
losses.
Without Senate action, however, short sales will continue to wither, causing homeowners and
neighborhoods to do the same. A multi-year extension of the act would solidify a crucial tax break on
forgiven debt for short sellers and buyers.
The longer a property is in distress, the more likely it is to fall into disrepair and abandonment. Once a
foreclosed property is vacated, it often draws criminal activity, hindering both the safety and
neighboring property values of the community.
Please protect distressed homeowners from financial ruin, and allow the private market to assist them.
Please support SB 351
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As Always, if you have any questions of comments --------------Email me directly at
PittsburghREIA@aol.com

(May 7)

May Landlord Sub-Group Meeting
You are receiving this email because of your interest in the WPREIA landlord subgroup meetings!
Our MAY meeting is scheduled for:
Wednesday, May 13, 2015
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm
The Waterfront Eat n Park meeting room
Homestead, PA 15120
412-464-7275

Our speaker for the evening is Kristine Anthou of Anthou Legal Services, Canonsburg, PA 15317. I'd like
to thank Kris for agreeing to speak with us that night and also Teresa Brown for suggesting Kris!
You will see that our location has changed, so I truly hope that everyone will be able to make it! We
definitely and gratefully outgrew our last space; it was difficult to eat if you weren't seated at the table
as well as being uncomfortable and squished together!!! I'm told this meeting room can accommodate
up to 50 people if necessary! I also had several members suggest another meeting venue because of
high traffic problems and driving distances. Please know that this is not a 'be all end all' and we can
continue to explore other areas if someone suggests other places!
Again, please note the change of location for the meeting and I do hope to see everyone there! If there
are any questions, please give me a call! Thanks!
Donna Ondo

412-897-9653

Message from John Brown - Firearms Class Part 2
Hi folks,
I hope everyone is enjoying the warmer weather and selling some houses!!!
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Over the past 2 weeks I've been contacted by several of you who attended the pistol class we did
conducted back in March about attending another class.
If there is enough interest I am more than happy to do so.
I am scheduling an REIA Concealed Carry Handgun class on Saturday, August 29th, 2015.
This class will be completely dedicated to carrying a concealed handgun. All drills will be done from
concealment. We will touch upon how to properly conceal a handgun, how to draw from concealment,
post shooting actions, drawing while seated in a chair, and drawing while seated behind the wheel of a
vehicle, among other topics.
We will also end the day with a night shoot. That means using your pistol in conjunction with a
flashlight.
Anyone who wishes to attend this class MUST have attended one of the classes we conducted back in
March, OR have some legitimate previous firearms training. This is not a class for someone who has
never received any previous training.
This will be a 1 day, 12 hour class. Hours will be approximately 9 am until 9 pm, depending upon when
the sun goes down. Everyone will need 250 rounds of ammunition.
The cost of this class will be $175.
If you would like to sign up for this class, please contact me and let me know.
John
John A. Brown
3T Solutions, Inc.
412-925-0818
www.3riverstraining.com
There is no such thing as "advanced firearms skills" - there is only the perfect execution of the fundamentals while
under stress.

The BIG Important Class
As many of you know, we are hosting the Queen of Rehab Robyn Thompson on May 23 rd. This is a big
deal. Robyn is going to do a FREE all day seminar on how to make big chunks of cash flipping houses.
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Robyn is the most sought after speaker in America on this topic with good reason, her students make
money. Many of them make more than they did when they had jobs.
To sign up for this job killing seminar (it will kill your desire to work for anyone else) just email me
directly PittsburghREIA@aol.com

(May 4)

Real Estate Investors Never Have a Monday Again
Inspiration
This week I was inspired by a Pittsburgh REIA member who is about to quit her job and become a full
time real estate investors. I love when that happens. All of the sudden the world is a much better
place. So what does it take to get started down that path?
Getting started as a real estate investor.
I can dedicate this article to assembling your real estate team. There are a lot of real estate educators
who will talk to your about getting your team together. You need a real estate attorney, you need an
accountant, you need contractors, you need a real estate agent, you need a closing company, you need
a banker, you need private lenders, you need hard money lenders, blah blah blah. What you really need
is a dream.
Don’t let people steal your dreams. In the real estate investing world there will always be dream
stealers. Those people who will tell you that you can’t do it, just because they lack the courage to try.
Sure you may fall on your face a time or two, but as long as you keep getting up, you are still in the fight.
As long as you stay in the fight, you have a chance that your silly dreams will come true. So the next
time someone tries to steal your dream, tell them to go play in traffic. You dream is what makes you
special and your pursuit of your dream is what makes you a REIA member (well that and the fact that
the annual dues are only $109 and the value is much greater than that). So when you tell the dream
stealers off, you are telling them off for all of us.
Now there are two critical elements that you need to become a successful real estate investor. The first
is motivation. You need to be willing to work when other people play, so that you can play for the rest
of your life. We are weird in that we choose to work hard and learn how to make big piles of money,
while the normal people sit around watching TV. Even if they are watching real estate reality TV, they
are just getting older while we are getting wiser.
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There is also an element of bravery involved in real estate investing. There is always risk in any
investment. In the Pittsburgh real estate market we have a lot less risk than most real estate markets
and an amazingly safe investing market compared to paper assets like stocks. I see the bravery of facing
that risk and taking action as a combination of education and action. The education eliminates a lot of
the risk and taking action is the final step of putting your fears about real estate investing in the past.
This leads me to the second element that is required to become a successful real estate investor,
education. The entire function of the Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors Association is to bring you all the
best real estate investing education that I can find. Last month, we had a nationally known real estate
guru Lou Brown and his street smart system, teaching us how to use trusts to buy property in PA. This
month we have another nationally known real estate guru in Robyn Thompson teaching us how to make
big money by flipping single family houses. (to register for this all day free event on May 23 email me
directly at PittsburghREIA@aol.com).
As always, the Pittsburgh REIA club is dedicated to helping you make money and attain financial
freedom.
To your success
Josh

Financing – conventional vs creative
In the real estate investing game there is a lot of talk about financing in all of its forms. As you become
a more sophisticated real estate investor, more and more financing avenues open up before you.
Cash is an option for some. Cash is also my least favorite way to buy houses. At some point you will
exhaust your cash and then you are done buying.
Most real estate investors start with banks. Banks are the traditional way to go if you want to finance
the purchase of real estate. Banks will let you put down anywhere from 10 to 30% of the purchase price
and allow you to finance the rest. As members of the Pittsburgh REIA, we have the best banker contact
that I have ever heard of in Ron Manges of First National Bank. Ron is not only a pleasure to work with,
but he is also very smart. If there is a bank loan program out there, Ron knows about it. I can’t tell you
how lucky we are to have Ron Manges as part of our club. The problem with banks is that at some
point you will run out of down payment money. This isn’t a terrible thing, unless the deal of a lifetime
comes up and you can’t borrow any more money.
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The next avenue for most real estate investing is the home equity line of credit or HELOC. What you are
doing here is risking your home on your investment. I really don’t like HELOCs. There are a lot better
ways to gather money.
Private money is wonderful. Private money is money that is loaned between private parties. The terms
of repayment are whatever the two parties can agree upon. You can get private money are insane low
prices. The hard part is finding the private money and that is an entire class all by itself. The pitch is
simple. You can offer private lenders a higher rate of return than they can get almost anywhere else and
you can do it safely by securing their interest with real estate. There are more details, just ask me
questions if you want to know more.
There are two types of private money. Friends and family comprise the warm market private money.
These are the people who know you and they trust you because they know that you are an expert real
estate investor. Keep in mind that expert is a relative term. All you need to know is more than them
and you are an expert.
True Private lenders are strangers or acquaintances who are driven by your deal and their greed. Yes,
greed is good. Many of these private lenders will be self-directed IRA holders. Their goal is to get a high
rate of return. That rate of return is whatever you can negotiate. A lot of these people are happy with
a 4% APR. So don’t give the farm away just because you are going to make a pile of money.
Hard money is called hard money for a reason; it is hard to pay back. Hard money is categorized by high
interest rates and in many cases points on top of that. So why do investors pay 10% and higher interest
rates? Investors will pay high interest rates if the profit yield of the deal is high enough. Imagine that
you need $200,000 to make $350,000, how much interest would you be willing to pay for that loan?
Would you give up 50k, how about 100k of the profits? It all depends on how many dollar signs are
flashing in front of your face. Lucky for us, Pittsburgh REIA has access to more hard money than any of
us could ever use.
Owner financing is the best way to buy property in my opinion. Once you master the art of owner
financing, you will never need to borrow money again. Owner financing can include subject-to deals,
land contracts, lease options, or really any form of installment sale. There are a lot of ways to use owner
financing, and the subject is too broad for this newsletter. During the year we will spend time talking
about each of the techniques of owner financing. Some plan to attend the main meeting each month,
and bring a notebook.
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Billionaire Ken Fisher Shares 8 Insights Only the Self-Made Super Wealthy Understand
Wonder what it's really like to strike it rich? Billionaire Ken Fisher explains the perspectives of the selfmade wealthy.
BY KEVIN DAUM Inc. 500 entrepreneur and best-selling author@KevinJDaum
Not all entrepreneurs are in it for the money, but gaining wealth is certainly among the top motivators
for company building. Not surprisingly, having great wealth brings it's own unique responsibilities and
circumstances that few get to experience first hand.
I recently had the privilege of interviewing billionaire Ken Fisher, founder, chairman, and CEO of Fisher
Investments, best-selling author, Forbes magazine columnist, and No. 225 on the Forbes 400.
Fisher provided a candid, no-holds-barred look at the perspective of the self-made super wealthy. Here
are his insights.
1. It isn't pursuit of wealth, but pursuit of passion that creates wealth.
Focusing on money won't likely get you to the Forbes list like Fisher. He aptly states: "Most people don't
get super wealthy by accumulating money. They get super wealthy by following some dream they are
passionate about, whether its starting and running a business, or being a rock star musician or a visual
entertainer."
He points out that most of the super wealthy overshoot their personal goals, and yet they are still
driven by their passion. The super wealthy know that if you pursue your passion, the money will come.
2. After a certain monetary threshold, the desire isn't for more wealth, but more time.
There is very little that the super wealthy cannot buy. As the wealth keeps accumulating, spending
becomes less of a joy or ambition. "After a certain point," Fisher explains, "there isn't much more you
can think of that you want."
What becomes more desirable is time to enjoy life. "The vacation homes, cars, boats, and wardrobes
are just more stuff to deal with." Fisher observes. "All that stuff clutters your time usage, so at a certain
point, the wealthier you get the more you covet time."
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3. Everyone you've known forever (except your spouse) will think you've changed.
There is a common belief that wealth changes everyone, and not always for the better. Fisher says,
"Only you will know that you haven't changed; that passionate drive to follow dreams does not change."
Fisher explains it this way: "Everyone's perceptions of change are as though they are seeing the clock at
a few different hour points in your evolution, as opposed to seeing it as a continuous sweeping minute
hand that doesn't change."
4. The super wealthy are guarded even with their closest acquaintances.
It's hard for the super wealthy to know who their real friends are. Fisher describes the situation in clear
detail. "All kinds of folks hit on you for money and deliver false pretenses on a regular basis. Charities hit
you up like you were the prettiest girl at a ball otherwise filled with horny young males. 'Relatives' you
never had approach you from nowhere.
Old school non-chums want to reacquaint. You see an ugly side of our human existence, which is the
world of false pretenses seeking your money. So you guard against it and what you're really guarding is
your time and the time of the few people you really value.
And you get good at it. And as you do, you will seem cold to all those people. Of course, you're just
simply as cold as the relationship would have been had you no money at all."
5. Most of your broader family will come to hate you.
There is an old saying that the rich person in any family is despised. Fisher claims this is true, pointing
out that many relatives don't understand why the wealth of one family member can't easily be shared to
solve all their problems. Fisher explains the issue further: "It doesn't matter how much you do or don't
give people, it won't be enough."
Often Fisher hears others grumbling that they would handle wealth differently, but he points out that if
their approach worked they would already be wealthy, and says they are simply looking for the easy
path.
Fisher states, "They will wonder why you don't simply relieve them of their suffering with money, yet
won't seek your time or advice in how to remove the core cause of that suffering." If they did seek his
advice, Fisher would happily help them understand how to solve their money issues by seeking a
productive passion.
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6. Wealth doesn't spoil your children, but it may destroy your grandchildren.
I know many successful entrepreneurs who worry whether their own children will have ambition and
drive after growing up with affluence.
Fisher observes that the kids of self-made wealthy parents grow up solidified with values that were
taught to them before their parents became wealthy, so wealth doesn't negatively influence their
values.
"But your grandkids never knew anything else," says Fisher, now 64. "And that wealth zaps the drive out
of them--it is too easy for the young to spend for fun instead of seeking the real passion, as previously
mentioned."
7. The older you get, the less money means.
As super wealthy people age, material needs become normalized. According to Fisher, "The so-called
golden years bring a simplicity and focusing of desires in all wealth classes. While the non-super wealthy
won't recognize it, the super wealthy have long lost their material urges beyond the basics.
They spend less on themselves and likely less on others because they know it doesn't create happiness
either for them, for their offspring, or for their grandkids."
Quality time is once again what is most coveted. It is surely more important to offer time to loved ones,
and time delivered in that regard is valued on both ends more than money.
8. Wealth can free your brain.
Of all Fisher's insights, this was the most powerful. For all the challenges wealth can bring, Fisher says
it's worth the mental freedom it also brings. He makes this point: "You will think broader and more
creatively because you don't have the limits the people of lesser means suffer.
Why? Because you can. You will contemplate things like: Could my wealth if donated solve this
problem? Could I create (you name it) by trying? What if I did this unimaginable thing (because you can
if you want in so many realms)?
The reality is that few of these will you ever pursue for all the reasons above, but they will enter your
mind to ponder because most of your limits are now only self-imposed."
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There are times when the market screws itself up. Then there are times when the government steps in
to screw a market up. This is the second thing. The Gov in Washington feels the need to screw up the
housing market even further, and this is a really good way to do it. At the behest of Washington, the
people who calculate FICO credit scores will be re-ranking credit scores for people who don't qualify for
loans. The only possible outcome of this is that banks will lend to people that they shouldn't and we
will get to watch another housing bubble burst. The banks will be blamed again. Also a slew of
landlords across America will rent to people who have no business signing a lease. Let the chaos
commence. The only thing that I don't know is when?

One of the biggest mistakes that I see from new or even seasoned investors is that they watch those
flip this house shows and they think that flipping is easy, BIG MISTAKE.
There is a ton of money to be made in flips and you can make 50-100k on a flip in Pittsburgh.
The down side is that you can also lose you back side if you don’t do your flip correctly.
So to rectify this problem, I reached out to my good friend Robyn Thompson, and she will be doing a free
all day seminar for us Saturday May 23rd. If you are interested in making big chunks of cash, safely, then
you Need to be at this “Flippin the Burg” seminar with Robyn.
If you don’t know Robyn, she has made a 7 digit income for the last decade plus, by flipping houses.
Would an extra 7 digits help your bottom line? Would it change your life?
Robyn Thompson is also the person who taught Than Merrill the “Flip this house TV show”, and the
creator of Fortune builders. Her full bio is on the Pittsburgh REIA website.
To register for the free Saturday, email me directly at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
To your success
Josh

How to Prescreen Contractors to Build a Dream Team to Get the Job Done!
By Robyn Thompson-The Queen of Rehab
Many real estate investors shy away from houses that need rehabbed because they fear hiring contractors.
We have all heard the horror stories of rehabbers who loose their shirt because a contractor took them to
the cleaners.
I am here to tell you that contractors can be your worst enemy or your best friend, depending if you hire a
good one or a bad one. So how can the beginning novice real estate investor make the correct choice: the
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hard working team player that gets the job done on time, on budget and at a high standard of quality?
The answer is by following all eight of the critical prescreening steps below.
1. Ask the contractor you are interviewing, how long they have been in the business? I prefer at least five
years of experience in the trades. I want a contractor who has seen and repaired every strange, odd, and
crazy thing that could be wrong with a house. Experienced contractors know how to estimate all tough
projects and experienced professionals can give an accurate price to fix any problem.
Inexperienced contractors, on the other hand, under estimate repairs to get the business, and then they try
to push their mistake on the home owner by upping the price half way through construction. The investor
needs to say NO. NO is the most powerful word in the dictionary, and a rehabber needs to use this tool. If
they did not have the knowledge to make a good estimate, it is there problem not yours.
2. Ask for three references from the last three major projects that the contractor has recently completed.
Once you receive the reference letters, make sure you call to verify the references and the quality of the
workmanship performed. The quality of work should be satisfactory to the homeowner and should have
been completed in a timely manner.
If any of the references don’t checkout, do not hire this contractor. If they gave you false information
upfront, you know they can not be trusted. Move on to the NEXT quote.
3. Ask for a copy of the contractor’s license (if required in your state) and for a copy of their workman’s
comp insurance. Once you receive a copy of their license, make sure to check that they are not suspended.
Also check to see if any complaints have been filed against the contractor with the Better Business
Bureau.
It is absolutely mandatory that a contractor prove that he or she has workman’s comp for all the
employees that will be working on the job site, before they start renovations. Why is this so important?
Well, if one of the workers has an accident, you do not want to be sued as a potential employer.
4. Make the contractor pull all necessary permits required by your local building department. The
homeowner should NEVER pull the permits. The contractor should also be responsible to pass all
necessary inspections required throughout the construction process so a certificate of occupancy (CO) can
be obtained when construction is complete.
5. The real estate investor should make it mandatory for all contractors to buy all necessary materials to
do the renovations. The investor should never waste their valuable time buying materials. If the investor
buys the materials, the workers could be viewed as the home owner’s employees per the IRS guidelines.
You do not want this.
6. The real estate investor should always demand a six month to one year warranty of all parts, labor,
workmanship, and materials provided by the contractor. This warranty should be in writing. WARNING:
If a contractor will not provide a warranty and stand behind the quality of his or her workmanship- DO
NOT hire them!
7. Real estate investors should never agree to pay any contractor by the hour. You pay a fixed price for
the complete job. Never pay the final payment in your independent contractor agreement until the project
is 100% complete.
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8. Ask for financial references (ex: where the contractor purchases materials). I will contact the supply
houses to make sure the contractor is not behind on paying for materials because I do not want to give the
contractor a check to payoff an old bill and they have no money for the materials they need to buy for my
job.
The last words of advice that I can give to anyone beginning a renovation project is to make sure every
agreement with a contractor is detailed in writing with an independent contractor agreement. A detailed
list of materials required should be listed in comprehensive scope of work. The documents should have
work completion time frames, penalty clauses for finishing late, require all permits be pulled and
inspections completed before final payments are released.

A Sign of Desperation FICO creates new credit score for one group?
The company that created the FICO credit score has come up with an alternative credit rating system for
sub-prime borrowers with lower FICO scores.
Here’s an excerpt from the Wall Street Journal:
“Millions of Americans unable to obtain credit cards, mortgages and auto loans from banks will receive a
boost with the launch of a new credit score aimed at consumers regarded as too risky by lenders.
“The new metric, set to be announced as soon as this week, is being developed by Fair Isaac Corp.,
creator of the most widely used consumer-credit scores, and is being tested in a pilot phase with creditcard issuers. Fair Isaac said it hopes to make as many as 53 million people who don’t have credit scores
more acceptable to lenders.
“The new score, which isn’t yet named, will be calculated based on consumers’ payment history with
their cable, cellphone, electric and gas bills, as well as how often they change addresses and other factors
“And the new score will instead pull data from a separate database of telecommunications and utilities
providers maintained by Equifax. It also will incorporate data from a LexisNexis database, including how
often people change addresses, with frequent changes suggesting less stability.”
Is this new credit score a desperate “Hail Mary” attempt by lenders and the government to revive a
sluggish economy, or a good way to give challenged borrowers a second chance?

A New Sub-group is forming
The Lou Brown Sub Group will meet the first Wednesday of every month at the Robinson Panera in the
Meeting Room (not the Settler's Ridge Panera, the one by Walmart) at 7:00 pm.
You need to own one of Lou’s courses to attend this sub-group. That is a requirement. No exceptions.
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The first meeting will be on May 8th which is a Friday cause the room wasn't available on short notice
but from then on will be on the first Wednesday.
Please bring your questions and your paperwork. No paperwork will be provided by the group leaders.
Also bring your appetite, in order to reserve the room the group as a whole has to purchase $50 worth
of food/beverages.

(April 29)

Pittsburgh Area Properties For Sale
As a reminder, send me your properties for sale and I will send them out to the group.
RENTED RENTAL The work is already done. This rented 3/2 house in Monroeville has tenants who will
be paying $1000.00 per month until December 2016. The price is only $105,000 so there will be
cashflow with almost any method of financing it. Don't worry about getting new tenants. It's walking
distance to Boyce Community College and a 5 minute drive to the new hospital in Monroeville. Don't
miss this one. Contact 413-719-4438 Kathryn@HomesPittsburghPA.com
HALF PRICE HOUSE This 3/1 Cape Cod in Penn Hills currently has a tenant paying $550 a month which
will be raised to $650. It's conveniently located on Universal road which is minutes to the parkway,
Monroeville and 30-45 minutes to downtown depending upon the traffic. The ARV is $90,000 and the
price is $50,000. Contact 413-719-4438 Kathryn@HomesPittsburghPA.com
LAWRENCEVILLE Completely renovated 3/1 one block away from Butler Street and a 5 minute drive to
Children's hospital. It has rented for $1700 a month in the past. So this baby will cashflow. Bured out
landlord just wants to get rid of it. Asking price is $225,000. All REASONABLE offers will be considered.
Contact 413-719-4438 Kathryn@HomesPittsburghPA.com
REGENT SQUARE AREA City living with suburban feel. This 3/1 sitting on the border of Regent Square
and Wilkinsburg has the feel of suburban living and the convenineces of being minutes to everywhere
downtown. Three other houses in the neighborhood have sold for $170,000. Asking $102,000. Again,
all REASONABLE offers will be considered. Contact 413-719-4438 Kathryn@HomesPittsburghPA.com
FINANCED WHILE FLIPPING 3 acfres lot in Penn Hills with 1 house in need of Renovation. $10,000 down
and $750 per month for up to 5 years. Contact 413-719-4438 Kathryn@HomesPittsburghPA.com
All Brick! All Bargain! 3bed 1.5 Bath SFR in Wilkinsburg $17,000 obo. If your looking for another property
to add to your rental portfolio this is Perfect! Tenants in place house primarily needs cosmetics. Serious
Cash Buyers Only - Please contact samtomassi@yahoo.com for more details.
3 bed 1.5 bath single family home just off warrington avenue in 15210 zip. Only $15,000 cash. 312 climax
street. Fair condition. Contact Rebecca: (412) 608-3327 or rebeccareichenbach@gmail.com
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(April 26)

Update From Lou Brown Trust Seminar in Pittsburgh
Lou Brown fills the house
We had 132 people at the last meeting which might be a record for Pittsburgh REIA at a monthly
meeting. We also had 80 people at the full day seminar on Wednesday which beats Lou’s 30 year record
for mid-week seminars. The previous had been 72.
If you missed this seminar then I have no choice but to feel a little bad for you. I understand that jobs
and life get in the way, but the info that Lou was sharing from his Street Smart Real Estate Investor
System was fantastic.
Lou Brown covered a number of very powerful techniques for growing, and protecting your real estate
empire. Everything from buying houses with no money to making yourself law suit proof. Don’t be
surprised if you see a lot more from Lou in upcoming newsletters.
I have had a number of people asking if they can still buy Lou’s course, pretty much every day since the
seminar. I just got off the phone with Lou and the answer is yes!
I know a number of you wanted to attend the seminar and couldn’t for one reason or another (work), so
this is for you.
Lou is even willing to throw in the bonuses, that is a big deal.
Nobody will let you have the bonuses after the event. Lou is a really good guy.
This offer is only good for one week from today.
So here is the deal. Everything below this line is yours as a package deal for $1497.00
Street Smart Asset Protection – Land Trust Course retails on the website for
Street Smart Asset Protection – Personal property trusts course
8 audio CD’s
Forms Disk ( the most valuable part of the lot in my opinion)
Street Smart Q n A – Monthly (ask Lou)
3 Day live training – Millionaire Jump Start
Bring your spouse of business partner
How to get a bank account in a trust
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$899.95
$899.95
$299.00
$500.00
$599.40/yr
$1995.00
$500.00
$500.00
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Working with your spouse Audio CD (priceless)
Total Retail Price

$99.95
$5743.80

Or the Pittsburgh REIA seminar price of
Just let me know if you want one before next Sunday.

$1497.00

Email me to claim your trust home study course before next Sunday or it’s gone.
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
To your success
Josh
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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